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Cardinal Ximénez de Cisneros initiated the expensive and lengthy
scholarly project which was to be realized with the publication of the
Complutensian Polyglot Bible for the purpose of establishing an accurate
text of the Sacred Scriptures. The humanist interest in textual analysis
and love of the world of antiquity contributed to Ximénez de Cisneros's
spirit of reform with the technical means and intellectual background
needed to counter the widespread confusion caused by the deteriorated
state of manuscripts, copyist's errors and variant readings. Inspired by the
example of Origen nearly thirteen centuries earlier, Ximénez de Cisneros
financed the first printed polyglot Bible, a project welcomed by the
flourishing humanist community in Spain. But the established theological
community, especially that of Salamanca and Valladolid, questioned and
ridiculed the project from its beginnings. After Ximénez de Cisneros's
death the Inquisition became alarmed at the heretical influence that the
Complutensian Bible and its editors could foster.

Ximénez de Cisneros as Regent of Castile and Grand Inquisitor after
1508 wielded extraordinary power. His unquestionable orthodoxy gave
him the freedom to direct such an intensely controversial project as the
Complutensian Bible. The availability of sophisticated printing technology,
the acquisition of rare manuscripts, the possibility of uniting truly learned



Hebrew, Greek and Latin scholars and the certain approval of popes
Alexander VI, Julius 11and Leo X allowed the project to proceed easily. By
nd large Ximénez de Cisneros was able to bypass the authority of the
theologians and to give almost complete authority to the linguists he hired
in the capacity of editors and professors in his newly founded Tri-lingual
college of San Ildefonso at the University of Alcalá. But the politics of
biblical translation eventually brought an end to the spread of humanism
in Spain during the sixteenth century.

The political situation in Spain /affected the results of Ximénez de
Cisneros's project and the editorial tea m who worked for him in several
important ways. First, the rnost disastrous mistake made by Ximénez de
Cisneros (one that he probably could not have avoided anyhow) was his
failure to win over other theological authorities to his cause. This
circumstance led the Christian humanist community to be considered
antagonistic by most church authorities. This was compounded secondly
by Cisneros's use of manuscripts whose origins could be questioned by
the established church, providing grounds for criticism of the project's
editors. Third, Nebrija's critical stance of the project for not adhering
consistently to humanist principies weakened its impact. Fourth,
Erasmus's inferior translation of the New Testament in 1516
overshadowed the fame of the Complutensian Bible and caused political
controversy in Spain. The professors at Alcalá (especially Juan de
Vergara, previously an assistant to the editors of the Complutensian Bible)
who defended Erasmus were persecuted. Zúñiga, who vigorously
attacked Erasmus, helped to distance Spanish humanists from the rest of
Europe. Fifth, all of the editors who did not leave Spain before 1525, when
Luther and his followers were declared heretics, faced a grave danger for
having been involved in interpreting biblical texts.

In the first half of the sixteenth century many conversos trained in
rabbinical learning still lived in Spain. Classical Greek scholars from Italy
and Greece came to its universities, and the renewal of Classical Latin
had already begun in Salamanca by Antonio de Nebrija. Ximénez de
Cisneros assembled these humanists for the purpose of editing the
Polyglot Bible. The Hebrew scholars included Pablo Coronel, Alfonso de
Zamora and Alfonso de Alcalá. The three Greek scholars were Demetrius
Ducas, Diego López de Zúñiga and Hernán Nuñez de Guzmán. Juan de
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Vergara and Bartolomé de Castro were their assistants.' The only Latin
scholar hired to edit the Vulgate was Antonio de Nebrija.2 Although
Zamora and Demetrius Ducas were the recognized authorities on Hebrew
and Greek respectively, Zúñiga and Coronel, it is generally believed,
directed the Greek and Hebrew scholars. The editorial principie behind
each team of scholars was to construct the most perfect text based on the
manuscripts at hand: they were not to alter the Vulgate text, among
others, based on knowledge gained from their translations. In other words,
the Latinist was to establish the best text of the Vulgate from the best
Latin manuscripts they borrowed or purchased, without trying to correct
the Latin according to the Greek text, and so forth (Bataillon, Erasmo 44).

The result of this work was a magnificent six volume edition of the
Bible. The first volume contains the text of the Pentateuch and a series of
prefatory leUers that provide detailed information on the project. These
include the leUer of permission from Leo X, a letter to Leo X from Ximénez
de Cisneros, a prologue to the reader, the prologues to the New
Testament and to the Hebrew dictionaries, and finally St. Jerome's letters
defending his third century translations. The biblical texts that follow are
la id out in three columns in the uppermost part of the page, with the
Vulgate text in the center, the Greek text on the right and the Hebrew text
on the left. In the outside margin are found the roots of difficult Hebrew
words. The Greek column also contains an interlinear literal Latin
translation. The bottom half of each page provides the Aramaic text on the
left and its Latin translation on the right. Its outside margin contains roots
ad forms of difficult Aramaic words.P The subsequent three volumes
follow the same three column pattern.s The fifth volume contains the New
Testament books in two columns. Small superscript letters indicate the
corresponding text of the Vulgate. This volume ends with a brief two-page
Greek grammar and a lexicon of approximately 9,000 Greek words. The

Bartolomé de Castro's later achievements were not noteworthy.

2 See Nebrija's "Letter to Cardinal Cisneros," where he writes: "En la qual me mandava a Mi, i a los
otros Hebreos y Griegos, que entendiessemos Yo en el Latin, i los otros cada uno en su lengua ... "
("Epístola" 493); and see also Nebrija's Apologia.

3 Ximénez de Cisneros decided to inc1ude only the Targum of Onkelos. He considered the rest of the
Aramaic paraphrases lo be equivalent to fables, and their translation was not included. Although thev
were translated, they remained in manuscript form.

4 Some portions of the Old Testament text that only exist in Greek and Latín are included respectively
in two colwnns or as a single language text.
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sixth volume contains a dictionary of Hebrew and Aramaic words that fully
documents all uses of a particular word in the Hebrew texts. The
dictionary is followed by an etymology of all the words in the Bible, based
on the medieval scholar Rerni de Auxere (c. 900 AD). The etymologies
are followed by a thorough Hebrew grammar (30 pages in length), and
finallya guide to the dictionary. The sixth volume was printed in 1514,
followed by the other volumes in arder, with the fifth volume printed last in
May 1517.5

There were four different tasks involving problems of translation
undertaken by the editors. The first problem faced by the editors was to
establish an authoritative text for the Hebrew and the Greek versions of
the scriptures.s Second, they drafted a Latin translation for the Greek and
Aramaic Old Testament. These Latin translations did not have to conform
strictly to the Vulgate, but often were literal, or word for word, translations.
Third, the editors correlated, through the use of superscripts, the Greek
and Latin texts of the New Testament. And fourth, the editors prepared
philological appendices. In all this manipulation of texts the only
stipulation placed by Ximénez de Cisneros on his editors was that the
main text of the Vulgate should remain unchanged. Upholding the Vulgate
and the etymological errors of the medieval Auxere were the two most
notorious compromises with medieval scholarship. Nevertheless, the
editors included corrections and notes to questionable segments of the
Vulgate text. The editors of the Complutensian Bible were conscious of
the imperfections of the text and they, no doubt, knew that only by
comparing the Aramaic, Hebrew, Greek and Latín versíons, as necessary,
could textual problems be resolved. Theír work ís part of the humanísts'
legacy that lay the foundation for modern phílology and exegesís, as
Bentley has noted:

The humanists [...], began to assemble the basíc
data -manuscrípts and varíant readíngs- that had to
be controlled before editors could produce accurate
texts [...]. They publíshed the first standard edítíons
of the New Testament, edítíons that all scholars
could use and agaínst whích new textual discoveríes

5 The most complete descriptions of the Complutensian Polyglot Bible are found in Hefele, Hall and
Revilla Rico.

6 For the text of the Aramaic they relied heavily on only one manuscript.
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could be evaluated. They formulated a number of
specific principies and methods of textual analysis
which modern scholars still invoke when confronted
with knotty textual problems. Finally they developed
a detached, historical attitude toward biblical
antiquity that made possible a more accurate
understanding of the original meaning of [biblical]
writings. (Bentley 20)

J<iménez de Cisneros and his editors felt compelled to justify the
decisión to use linguists rather than theologians as editors of the Sacred
Scriptures:

Qua in re id aperte Beatitudini tuae testari
possumus, Pater sanctissime; maximam laboris
nostri partem in eo praecipue fuisse versatam, ut et
virorum in liguarum cognitione eminentissimorum
opera uteremur et castigatissima omni ex parte
vetustissimaque exemplaria pro archetypis
haberemus ..., ut incipiant divinarum litterarum studia
hactenus inter mortua nunc tandem reviviscere.
(Prologue to the Reader)

(We have tried above all to use the workand studies
of the most brilliant linguists. We have taken as our
archetype and mold of our edition the oldest and
most correct manuscripts. Our purpose, on taking on
this project has been to reanimate and allow to
flourish anew biblical studies that now lie almost
dead.)

Cisneros's words clarify the humanist grammarian role as editor, his
search for the oldest possible manuscripts for all languages and the intent
to reestablish biblical studies in this new humanistic light. Each of these
types of humanist influence on the project provided grounds for criticism:
in the work on the Complutensian Polyglot Bible grammarians da red to
meddle with the work of theologians, incorrect manuscripts were used,
and such an approach to biblical studies inspired other heretical writings.
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Establishing An Authoritative Text

Ximénez de Cisneros's words in his letter to Leo X point to the most
politically sensitive aspect of this edition, corrections of the corrupted
forms of the Vulgate that had originated in copyists' errors:

The Latin manuscripts of the 8ible very frequently
disagrée among themselves, then there is sufficient
grounds to feel that they are corrupted by the
ignorance and negligence of copyists, and that we
must go back, as St. Jerome and St. Augustine and
other ecclesiastical authors warn us to do, to the
fountain of holy Scriptures to correct the books of the
Old Testament according to the Hebrew text, and
those of the New Testament according to the Greek
text. (Letter to Leo X)

Thus the Vulgate text was to be corrected according to the most
ancient manuscripts. The humanists who undertook the enterprise of
editing a new authoritative text became, later, the objects of repeated
attacks for daring to form part of an enterprise which theologians felt was
their unique responsibility. Ximénez de Cisneros's political power and
theological background removed him from the controversy, but, ironically,
it was the reason his project was doomed to fail: this renewal of biblical
studies depended too heavily on one man's prestige and authority.

Modern scholarship has sometimes incorrectly interpreted the aim of
the Complutensian Polyglot 8ible as an attempt to establish a new
authoritative text. In his study of Erasmus in Spain Bataillon (Erasmo)
writes that the intention of radically altering parts of the Vulgate was one
of the aims of the Complutensian 8ible. The terms employed by Ximénez's
historian "entender en la traducción de la Biblia" call to mind not a
polyglot edition, but rather a revision of the Vulgate text with the aid of
Hebrew and Greek sources according to Bataillon (Erasmo 27). But
revision of the Vulgate was not part of the task of the Complutensian
editors, and most modern scholars agree that they retained by and larga
the Vulgate text. To be precise the editors were allowed to include
editorial notes if a text did not appear in Hebrew or Greek manuscripts,
and they could suggest modifications with a more precise literal
translation, but they could go no further.
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Manuscripfs

Many of the manuscripts were suspect because they originated in the
heretical Jewish and Byzantine communities." In the prologues Ximénez
de Cisneros tells that some manuscripts were lent by the Vatican Library.s
He identifies a Greek manuscript whose origin was not questioned as
belonging to Cardinal Bessarion.? AII the others were suspect and they
are only referred to as the "oldest" and Ihe most "accurate" without any
further identiñcation.'? What we do know is that many of the
contemporary historical accounts lell of extravagant costs in the purchase
of these manuscripts. Gómez de Castro, Ximénez de Cisneros's
biographer writes:

Alfonso Zamora, profesor de Hebreo, contaba
muchas veces que los siete ejemplares hebreos,
existentes hoy día en Alcalá, habían sido adquiridos
en diversos lugares por cuatro mil escudos de oro.
No hablemos ahora de los griegos y latinos. A base
de elevados dispendios fueron llevados a Alcalá, los
primeros desde Roma; los segundos, desde el
extranjero y desde divesas bibliotecas españolas, en
caracteres góticos, hace ocho siglos. Si echamos
cuentas razonables [...] supondría una suma de
cincuenta mil escudos de oro y más. Es lo que he
oído decir a los de más edad. (117-18)11

7 The editors also left themselves open to criticism beca use thev did not completely document their
sources or the methods they used in their editorial processes.

8 Although Ximénez de Cisneros specifies that Leo X sent him these manuscripts, most scholars agree
that he probably had borrowed the manuscripts earlier, possibly during the time of Julius !l.

9 The manuscript that belonged to Cardinal Bessarion is housed in the Library of Saint Mark in Venice,
in the Holmes collection, num. 68 (Revilla Rico 99).

10 Quod autem ad graecam Scripturam attinet illud te non latere volumus, non vulgaria seu temere oblata
exemplaria fuisse huic nostrae impressioni archetypa, sed vetustissima si.mul et emendatissima quae
sanctissimus dominus nos ter Leo X Pont. Max. coecptis nostris aspirans ex ipsa Apostolica
Bibliotheca ad nos misit; tantae integritatis, ut nisi eis plena fides adhibeatur, nulli reliqui esse
videantur quibus merito Sil adhibenda (Ex. eod. Pro!'). [What pertains to the Greek Scripture we do
not wish to hide. TheLatin manuscripts were not the archetypes, but rather the most ancient and most
correct manuscripts sent to us by our most enthusiastic Holy Father Leo X Pont. Max., which he sent
to us from the Vatican Library itself. We have relied on the integrity of thesemanuscripts with full
confidence beca use they are so worthy. J

11 Another account quoted by Revilla Rico states: "Sólo siete códices hebreos le costaron 4,000 ducados
de oro. Por una Biblia gótica pagó 400 ducados y muy excesivo precio por otros libros semejantes"
(46). Gómez de Castro adds in his own words: "Se reunieron los códices más antiguos de ambos
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Thís account clearly states that manuscrípts were acquíred from
sources that were not authorízed by the church.

Aware of the problematic nature of their sources the edítors defended
their decísion to include Greek and Hebrew texts:

We are ímpelled by many reasons to print the
orígif!al text of holy Scripture. First, since no version
can translate faithfully all the force and naturalness
of the original, especially when it treats of the
language in which God Himself has spoken, whose
words were, to speak thus, taken from the senses
and fountains of mysteries which can only be
glímpsed or known from the original in which the holy
Scriptures were written. (Letter to Leo X)12

And they further defended themselves by including the authoritative
statements of St. Jerome, who had compiled the Vulgate for many of the
same reasons, principal among them being that the majority of the
manuscripts were plagued with copyist's errors.

Ubicumque latinorum codicum varietas est, aut
depravatae lectíonis suspitio (id quod libraríorum
imperitia simul et negligentia frequentissime
accidere videmus) ad primam scripturae originem
recurrendum est. (Letter to Leo X)

(Wherever there are differences or suspicion of a
contaminated Latin text it is because of the
incompetence, as well as, the negligence of scribes.)

AII the manuscripts used to establish the Vulgate text are not known.
Revilla Rico believed that the editors had mostly used three Spanish
manuscripts, two of which date to the VIII century (Revilla Rico 139).
These manuscripts have been identified as the "oldest" ones identified in
the prologue, but there is no certainty as to which other manuscripts were
borrowed from Vatican Libraries and under which circumstances they
were lent.

Testamentos, procedentes de todos los lugares para corregir de acuerdo con la autoridad de los mismos
lo que había que editar, enmendando los puntos defectuosos y aclarando los dudosos y oscuros.
Constituyeron una ayuda singularísima los ejemplares, de venerable antiguedad, de la Biblioteca
Vaticana. Con toda benignidad los puso a disposición de Jiménez el Sumo Pontifice León X, el cual,
pasmado ya entonces de su magnificencia, empezó a tenerlo en gran estima" (116-17).

12 They also explained why they omitted accents used in Hebrew and Greek that had facilitated the study
of the uneducated in Ihose languages.
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The acquisition and borrowing of manuscripts was a compllcated
matter, and the lack of scientific method at that time makes it difficult to
ascertain the whereabouts and histories of many manuscripts. Our
imprecise knowledge is also due to the fact that fewer and fewer scholars
in Spain studied Hebrew and Greek.P

Revilla Rico in 1917 was able to trace four different Hebrew
manuscripts dating between the twelfth and fifteenth centuries. He lists
them as: 1) Biblia Hebrea Complutense 1, c. 1280; 2) Biblia Hebrea
Complutense 2, c. 1482; 3) Biblia Hebrea Complutense 3, c. twelfth
century; 4) Biblia Hebrea Complutense 4, c. twelfth or thirteenth century
(83-85).14 The primary Aramaic manuscript dates from the thirteenth
century. Two other Aramaic manuscripts that may have been used are not
complete. The Hebrew texts have been the easiest to locate and
document because of their relative scarcity in sixteenth century Spain. AII
these texts are bound and are not scrolls; thus, we can know that they
originally were intended for private use.15 The accuracy with which these
Hebrew and Aramaic manuscripts were followed in the Complutensian
Bible has astonished modern scholars (Revilla Rico 87). Hall further
states that the Complutensian Bible established "the best available text of
the Hebrew Old Testament which endured until the eighteenth century"
("The Tri-lingual" 129). The prologue provides evidence of the intention to
follow the original faithfully:16

13 AIso some manuscripts borrowed by Benito Arias Montano when he edited the .4l1(werp Bible were
retumed to the Library ofEI Escorial instead (Revilla Rico 128).

14 Bloch states that the Hebrew text was based on the Lisbon Pentateuch (1491) and the Naples Hebrcw
Bible (1491) and unidentified manuscript in Madrid (47); but Revilla Rico qucstions the methodology
followed by scholars on whom Bloch relies.

15 Revilla Rico explains the absence of some manuscripts in the following \Vay: "En la Universidad
Central se conservan hoy cuatro mss. hebreos y tres caldeas y un número igual o poco mayor sude
figurar en los antiguos catálogos de la B. de Alcalá. Y si hay alguno menos hoy en la Universidad
Central que antiguamente en Alcalá se explica teniendo en cuenta que algunas de las Biblias hebreas,
que sirvieron para la Políglota Complutense, se remitieron a B. Arias Montano para la Políglota
Regia, el cual, en lugar de devolverlas a Alcalá, tal vez las envió al Escorial" (75). Hall believes that
some were actually lost or destroyed in the nineteenth century civil wars, but he does not clarify which
manuscripts may have been lost ("The Tri-lingual" 128).

16 Revilla Rico concluded that in many parts the editors al" the Complutensian Bible werc willing to kecp
the Hebrew variants rather than accept the Vulgate text as primary. He notes "se nota un decidido
empeño en concordar la versión con el texto original, adpotando de ordinario las variantes más
conformes con el mismo y llegando a veces -en muy contadas ocasiones- a corregir los manuscritos que
en tales casos creían corrompidos por la incuria e ignorancia de los copistas" (146)
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Haec interpretatio Hieronym est. Si quid in ea novi
erit, secundum hebraeos codices exploretur. Alia est
Septuginta intrepretum Ecclesiis usitata. Quae
quamvis nonnulla aliter habeat qua m in hebraeis
codicibus invenitur, tamen utraque, idest secundum
Septuaginta et secundum hebraeam apostolica
auctoritate firmata est. Non errori, eque reprehensione
superiori sed certo consilio Septuaginta nonnulla
aliter dixisse vel contexuisse intelliguntur. Quod ideo
praemonemus ne quid alteram ex altera velit
emendare. Quod singulorum in suo genere veritas
observanda est. (Prologue to the Book of Jeremiah)

(This is Jerome's interpretation. If there is anything
new in the texts, the we should consult the Hebrew
manuscripts. If not we can base our interpretation on
the Septuagint used in the church. In various places
it differs from the Hebrew, that is any doubts may be
confirmed following the Hebrew and the Septuagint.
Neither by error nor by argumentation, but through
concerned counsel we can understand the variants
in the Septuagint readings. Therefore we strongly
favor not to emend, but rather that from all the texts
we may know the truth.)

The Greek manuscripts are less well documented. The famous Codex
Rhodiensis cited by Zúñiga is not found in the 1523 catalogue of the
Library of Alcalá. Seven other partial texts used by the Greek editors did
appear in the 1523 cataloque.t? Two other Greek manuscripts have been
traced to Vatican Libraries (330 and 346), one of which dates to the
thirteenth century. The reason that these manuscripts were used is that
they were most like the Hebrew text (Revilla Rico 99).18 The interest in

17 Revilla Rico cites the following texts: 1 Biblia graeca, 2. Biblia graeco-latina et hebrayca, 3.
Psalterium graecum, 4. Quatuor Evangelia graece, 5. Apocalipsis et Evangeliurn Mathei graece, 6.
Actus Apostolicorum graece, and 7. Psalterium graece (76).

18 Revilla Rico writes at length: "A mi parecer, debió de influir no poco en esto la mayor conformidad de
este códice con el texto hebreo. Por la misma razón, es decir por el deseo de conformar el texto griego
con el texto hebreo, abandonaron en algunos casos el cod, Val. 330 y siguieron el codo Complut,
116-Z-36. En efecto, comparando las lecciones que eligieron del codice Complutense con las
correspondientes del codice Vaticano que deshecharon, se advierte inmediatamente que aquellas se
acercan más que éstas al texto masorético. Y no fue otro el motivo que les indujo también a cambiar
algunas palabras y omitir otras que se hallan en los manuscritos que utilizaron; pues tales correcciones
concuerdan de lleno con el texto hebreo. Parece, pues, demostrado, que e deseo de los Complutenses
de armonizar el texto griego con el original hebreo, influyó no poco en su edición griega de los LXX
intérpretes" (lO 1-02).
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following the Greek text that was most like the Hebrew is echoed in these
words of the Complutensian editors:

IIlud lectorem non lateat; non quaevis exemplaria
impressioni huic archetypa fuisse, sed antiquissima
simul emendatissimaque; ac tanta e praeterea
vetustatis ut fidem eis abrogare nefas videatur. Quas
sanctissimus in Christo pater et dominus noster Leo
X Pontifex Maximus huic instituto favere cupiens ex
Apostolica Bibliotheca educta misit ad
Reverendissimum Dominum Cardinalem Hispaniae,
de cujus auctoritate et mandato hoc opus imprimi
fecimus. (Praefatiuncula ad lectorem Novi
Testamenti)

(We have not used any old manuscripts for our
reading, but the most correct archetypes for this
printing, and their antiquity is such that it would be a
crime to withhold confidence in these manuscripts,
which the most Holy Father in Christ and our lord
Leo X Pont. Max. desiring to benefit this undertaking
sent from the Vatican Library to our most revered
Lord Cardinal of Spain, by whose authority and
command we have done this printed work.)

These words are repeated in the "Letter to Leo X" cited above. Revilla
Rico concludes from his study of the Greek text of the Bible that:

It is derived from relatively recent manuscripts of the
ninth to the fifteenth centuries. In general it
reproduces the text of the Byzantine or Siriac family,
but with some excellent lessons from the pre-Siriac
text. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries the
text of the Complutensian if not the best was
considered one of the most authoritative texts. (135)

Bentley's recent study of four New Tesfamenf passages concludes:

The four notes [that he examined] yield a portrait of
the Complutensian editors as extremely conservative
philologists. They commanded impressive linguistic
ski lis, and they were capable of explaining complicated
textual problems [...] But they declined to employ
their talents except in the service of traditional Latin
orthodoxy. As a result, they did not advance
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understanding of the scriptures as much as they
might have, had they less timidly applied philological
methods. (97)19

Bentley further confirms that the editors were unwilling to alter the
Vulgate text. But the Hebrew, Aramaic and Greek texts were the most
accurate possible under these circumstances. Thus, the editors of the
Complutensian were faithful to the Catholic doctrine of upholding the
Vulgate, and they established the most accurate printed versions of the
other languages.

But the Complutensian editors were still viewed as heretical for their
choice of texts by their contemporaries. Mariana, one critic, writes: "Los
complutenses alteraron la antigua lección de la vulgata en innumerables
lugares, valiéndose, no de los manuscritos latinos, que esto podría
tolerarse, sino de las fuentes hebrea y griega (Revilla Rico 145)". In
general other theologians jealously guarded their scholarly terrain. Gil
Fernández cites many such scholars, among them Alonso de Cartagena,
who asserted that good grammarians thought they could '''comprender
cualesquier materias que en latín fuesen escriptas' aduciendo la
experiencia como prueba" (Gil, Estudios 49)20

Nebrija's Internal Ctiticism

Nebrija's criticism of the Complutensian Bible, which has been studied
extensively, helped to weaken its impact. In his letter of resignation from
the project, dating from the year 1514, Nebrija attacked all learned men
who professed to be knowledgeable, but were blinded from seeing
important mistakes. Nebrija writes of the travesty that was about to be
committed by the editors working on the sixth volume. He says:

Mas agora que me dicen, que quiere poner en la
impresión las Interpretaciones de las Palabras
Hebraicas, i Caldeas, Arabicas, i Egipcias, i que

19 Furthennore, Bentley adds that, "In faet, in may places the annotations apparently sought to shield the
Vulgate from eritieism (100)" But it was this very same philosophy of defending the Vulgate that also
led them to understand many of the shortcomings in the lranslation of the Vulgate.

20 M. Bataillon tells of similar attitudes against the grarnmarian scholar throughout Europe
("Humanismo" 175).
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porque ai algunas, que son Griegas, o Latinas, i
todos las interpretan, como si fuesen Hebraicas ...
("Epístola" 493)

And later he vividly describes the state of biblical scholarship carried
out under these terms. The unacceptable scholar that Nebrija attacks is
Remi of Auxere:

Pues quanto mas es de reir de quel que piensa que
Abra, que en Griego quiere decir Moza, decia que
es palabra Hebraíca, et que se interpreta Padre de
las Alturas. Quién dice esto? Vuestro Remigio, al
qual, desechados todos los otros, que hablan desto,
los recebistes, et los pusistes en todas las Biblias,
no por otra cosa, sino porque era el peor de todos
ellos. ("Epístola" 494)

Nebrija further adds how misinformation is found everywhere and has
become representative of obscurant scholars:

I de los libros passa a las Escuelas et de las
Escuelas a los Pulpitos, donde suben los Maestros,
et quando los ois, i veis con sus sobrepelices, et
insignias Doctorales, i a los Frailes con sus Caillos
echado el sobrecejo, no gritais de risa, i dais
carcajadas, immo no lIorais, ni plañis, ni lamentais la
desaventura de los tiempos a que somos, venidos,
que de todo quanto tenemos en la Sacra Escriptura,
vamos como por una gruta escura, que no tiene luz,
sino de trecho en trecho, et todo lo otro está
embuelto en tinieblas, que ni por allí podemos bien
saber, que quiere Dios de nosotros; ni por el
contrario de que nos manda huir. ("Epístola" 495)

Nebrija in his letter forcefully argues that the inclusion of scholastic
scholarship will eventually undermine the scholarly value of the Bible.
Nebrija also wrote an Apología addressed to Ximénez de Cisneros where
he elaborates further the attacks on the scholastic mentality that allowed
the inclusion of such texts. Nebrija defended the humanistic argument that
a more exact text would aid in clarifying theological matters that could
then be argued by those experts with an authoritative text, rather than a
questionable one. Cisneros was not willing to compromise on alterations
to the Vulgate text, no matter how reasonable they were. Cisneros's
ironclad determination helped to bring about the completion of the project
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while at the same time it maimed the authority the text might have had if
humanist principies had been given free reign.21

As Bataillon astutely observed, "The episode did not tae on a tragic
sense. In those happy days that preceded Luther's excommunication,
humanists had the right to laugh if they judged the official science to have
committed a blunder (Erasmo 44)." But the forces that made such ideas
tragic in the years to come, served to impede the growth of culture and to
prevent the formation of cultural elites (Gil, Panorama 486).

Competition With Erasmus

Despite its shortcomings, Erasmus's translation of the New Testament
in 1516 overshadowed the prestige and authority of the Complutensian
Bible. Erasmus's Novum Instrumentum was published when two volumes
of the Complutensian Bible already existed in print, but Ximénez de
Cisneros had failed to ask for the sole rights of publication to the Bible.
Erasmus succeeded in gaining exclusive rights to the publication of the
New Testament from 1516 to 1520. In 1517 when the Complutensian
Bible was finished it had to remain in storage until 1520. Erasmus's
translation quickly became known all over Europe and became the
hallmark of the new humanist learning. Hall affirms that the
Complutensian Bible "was built on sounder foundations of scholarship;
was wider in scope; and pointed forward to the later glories of biblical
scholarship in the polyglot Bibles of Antwerp and London (Hall, "The
Tri-lingual" 123). Zúñiga's resentment of Erasmus's privilege undoubtedly
stemmed from the frustration this state of events must have caused.
Erasmus's Latin text was very hurriedly compiled, and left open the sharp
criticism that came from men like Zúñiga. It must be added that in the fifth
and sixth editions of his book Erasmus took into account Zúñiga's
criticisms and altered his text to conform with the Complutensian Bible.
Although the Complutensian Bible was used in the compilation of later
polyglot Bibles, it never gave the scholars involved the same kind of fame

21 Bataillon wrote in a similar vein: "Su razonamiento con Nebrija muestra que dirigió el trabajo según
normas estrictas" (Erasmo 47).
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received by Erasmus. Nor was it considered a gréat achievement of
humanist studies outside of Spain.22

The Fate Of The Editors

The editors who did not leave Spain before 1525 faced grave danger
for having been involved in the interpretation of biblical texts. A Dominican
friar writing at the time considered the Complutensian Polyglot Bible the
work of heretics, Jews and maomen.P Once the political climate changed,
as it did in the 1520's, these scholars were suspect and he Id in contempt.
Their reputation or deeply felt beliefs were ignored by those who judged
them.

Alfonso de Zamora was the most important Hebraist at Alcalá. Little is
known of him before he arrived at Salamanca in 1512. His pre-converso
name is believed to be Alonso de Arcos. Born in Zamora, a center of
Jewish learning in the fifteenth century, Alfonso was a shoemaker by
trade and probably converted in 1492.24 He competed and won the chair
of Hebrew at the universities of both Salamanca and Alcalá in 1512, but
chose to remain in Alcalá until 1544, generally believed to be the year of
his death. Zamora was the author of the Hebrew grammar found in
volume VI, which has been praised for its thoroughness (see
Kukenheimer and Hall). He also appears to have been the principal editor
of the Aramaic texts. Most of the Hebrew manuscripts used for the text of
the Complutensian Bible have notes written by Zamora (Revilla Rico 86).
After 1520 he translated David K mhi's grammar and presented it in 1527
to the English Ambassador to Charles 1, a work which rivaled Reuchlin's

22 After Ximénez de Cisneros's death, distribution oí"his most treasured project was handled as decreed
in his testament. The six volume collection was soId at a fraction of its cost because Cisneros believed
that no monetary gain should be had from the project. AII of these circumstances scrved to make the
Complutensian Bible a collector' s item, rather than an instrument of biblical exegcsis, as it had been
intended.

23 This anecdote, as told by Alvar Gómez de Castro, refers to Nebrija's encounter in his travels in
Valladolid with a Dominican friar (Revilla Rico 33).

24 Zamora's fathcr is believcd lo be Juan de Zamora. The adoption of a Christian name has led some
scholars lo think that Zamora's father had converted already before 1492 (Pérez de Castro xiv).
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Hebrew grammar (Kukenheimer 126).25 He co-authored a translation of
Genesis that remains in manuscript formo Zamora also worked extensively
on various literal Latin translations of Hebrew scriptures, especially the
Book of Job. Zamora rose to the rank of dean at Alcalá. His last written
testimony is a leUer in Hebrew addressed to Pope Paul IV in which he
begsfor help in overcoming the intolerable persecution and harassment in
which he and his colleagues found themselves. Zamora's suffering is
documented to a remarkably full extent in the public letters and personal
statements found in his poetry and in the marginal notes of his
manuscripts.

Pablo Coronel is also known as an important Hebraist. His scholarly
activities after the Complutensian project are not well studied. He is
believed to have been born in 1480, making him only a youth at the time
of the expulsion, when it is believed he converted to Christianity.e" Most
scholars agree that Coronel was the chief editor of the Hebrew texts. He
is believed to be the author of the second treatise in volume VI on the
etymologies of Hebrew words, largely adapted from Remi de Auxere (Hall,
"The Tri-lingual" 132). Coronel remained at Alcalá until his death in 1534.
He co-authored with Zamora a Latin translation of Genesis and he also
wrote a treatise on biblical translation.s? His scholarly activity attests to
his continued interest in biblical translation.

Alonso de Alcalá is the Hebraist of whom less is known. Rodríguez de
Castro attests that Alonso was born in Alcalá la Real around 1465. A
doctor by trade, Alonso abandoned Judaism in 1492 and died in 1540
(Revilla Rico 26). Every scholar who has written on the subject repeats
these facts, but apart from records of payment for his service, nothing else
is known of this scholar's fate28 No other scholarly project has been
aUributed to hirn. The lack of records seems improbable because his
participation in the Complutensian Bible meant he had been handpicked
by Cisneros to work on the controversial editing of the Hebrew text. The

25 K rnhi's Hebrew granunar in the tenth century was the most important linguistic contribution of its
day. Zamora's trcatise is entitled lntroductiones artis grammaticae hebraicae (Alcalá, 1526).

26 Another source states that previously he was a professor of Sacred Seriptures al Salamanca, a fact that
is at odds with the year of his birth (Enciclopedia Espasa-Calpe Universal).

27 The treatise is entitled Additiones ad librum Nicolai Lirami de diferentiis translationem.

28 Alatorre found only documentation that recorded his payrnent for services rendered as an editor of the
Bible (48-71).
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secretiveness regarding his fate after 1520 may somehow be linked to
religious persecution.

Demetrius Ducas, el Cretense, worked in the presses of Aldus
Manutius before arriving in Spain. He came to Alcalá in 1513, where he
held the chair of Greek grammar until 1518. Soon after Ximénez de
Cisneros's death, he left to work in the university of Rome. Among his
publications in Spain is a version of the Erotemata under Guillén de
Brocar in 1514.

Núñez de Guzmán (Pintianus or el Pinciano), best known for his
careful editions of Seneca, Pliny and Pomponius Mela, may have come to
Alcalá as early as 1509. He returned to Salamanca from 1511 to 1513. He
then returned to work on the Bible until its completion. From 1518 to 1521
he he Id the chair of Greek at Alcalá. After the revolt of the Comuneros, he
returned to Salamanca where he lived and worked until his death.
Although he was renowned as a Greek scholar, he worked in relative
isolation in Salamanca.

Diego López de Zúñiga (Stunica) is best known for his detailed critical
letters of Erasmus's biblical translations, part of which he published in
1520 as Anotaciones contra Erasmo. Ximénez de Cisneros kept Zúñiga
from publishing these harsh criticisms while he was still alive. Bataillon
(Erasmo) sees Zúñiga's opinions on Erasmus as representative of the
worst type of Spanish nationalism. Because of his role in this polemic he
has been viewed as an apologetist rather than a philologist (López Rueda
325). He was the only scholar who escaped any type of persecution for
heretical writings or ideas. He resided in Alcalá until his death.

Juan de Vergara, assistant to the Greek scholars, is generally believed
to have had so me part in the Latin translations of Greek texts. Bataillon
(Erasmo) and López Rueda have extensively documented his inquisitorial
trial as an Erasmist. Especially noteworthy is his own testimony at that
trial as translator of certain biblical passages:

Cuanto a los libros de Salomon, digo que si torte yo
puse alguna vez ejemplo en ellos (de que no me
acuerdo) sería porque los trasladé de griego en latín
a ellos y a otros de la Sagrada Escritura para la
interlinear de la Biblia del Cardenal mi Señor por su
mandato (López Rueda 347).
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He translated the Books of Wisdom from Greek to Latin in the
Comp/utensian Bib/e. He held the chair of Greek at Alcalá until the
Inquisition in Toledo tried him in 1530. He became one of the most
notorious Erasmists in Spain and suffered many years of harassment and
confinement as a result.

Antonio de Nebrija was the most famous scholar attracted by Cisneros.
He had gained great notoriety in Spain for his revolutionary /ntroductiones
Latinae and his exhaustive Latin-Castilian dictionaries. His most important
contribution to biblical studies is his Tertia Quinquagena, an exegetical
study of fifty biblical passages, of which an earlier version had been
confiscated by the previous Inquisitor General, Deza. He was on the
payroll of the Comp/utensian Bib/e from 1513 to 1514, but he he Id the
chair in Latin at Alcalá from 1513 until his death in 1522.

The last important man to have a principal role in this project was
Arnao Guillén de Brocar, the printer of French or Franco-Navarese origin
(Norton 33). He arrived in Alcalá in 1509. His printing press was the only
printing press in Spain to have Greek types between the critical years of
1510 to 1553 and his printing shop created some very fine quality Hebrew
types. His press was to print some of the most important humanist works,
including Nebrija's and Demetrius Ducas's grammatical treatises.

After 1520 the political climate changed radically. Ducas left Spain for
Rome. The intentional harrassment of Greek, Hebrew and Latin scholars
at Alcalá and El Pinciano's political exile and isolation from the European
community of Greek scholars are symptoms of increasing intolerance
towards scholarship that did not conform to the outdated ideas of the
general population.

In the aftermath of Ximénez de Cisneros's death, confusion and
ignorance ruled over the humanist enterprise in Spain. Charles 1, unaware
of corruption by officials of the Inquisition, returned to power some of the
most notorious men that Cisneros had forcibly retired (Kamen 69). But the
greatest harm to the humanist community came from events unfolding in
Germany. After Luther's excommunication, translating the Bib/e or
questioning the Vu/gate text became a serious matter. As the century
progressed, the situation beca me more intolerable. Both Hebrew and
Greek scholars, as the fates of Zamora and Juan de Vergara attest, were
harassed and punished for their study of the Bible. Even though these
humanists are still considered very conservative, their philological study
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of sacred Scriptures was viewed as suspect. The persecution brought
further isolation to the humanist community after 1530. The fledgling
community of Greek and Latin scholars was forced to retreat. For
example, Pintianus did not dare to undertake an edition of Seneca in
Greek because he lacked confidence in himself, and by that time the
native Greek scholars who could have aided him had all fled from Spain
(López Rueda 306). Hebrew studies, as is well known with the celebrated
cases of Fray Luis de León and Benito Arias Montano, suffered as well.
And even Latin studies suffered the consequences of the general
persecution against humanismo Pierre de la Ramée, the most progressive
Latinist of the sixteenth century was banned in Spain. The great Greek
and Latin genius Sánchez de las Brozas was shunned by his
contemporaries and his revolutionary Latin grammar was never adopted
in Spain.

Friedman writes: "The Complutensian Polyglot Bible was afine
example of what might be produced with strong royal financial support,
positive Church leadership, interreligious intellectual communication and
the miracle of printing (29)." Spanish Church leadership turned away
quickly from such projects, and humanist enterprises such as the
Complutensian Bible faded away as the sixteenth century ended. Ximénez
himself had had many plans for his group of scholars among them a
two-column edition of Aristotle's complete works (Gómez de Castro 119).
Upon his death all these projects were forgotten.

Luis Gil Ferández writes that the persecution of humanism pervaded
all of Spanish society: "Porque un conflicto verdadero se dio entre un
puñado de españoles abiertos y permeables a las nuevas corrientes
europeas, entre los cuales figuraban en primer plano los humanistas con
una masa "inerte" de compatriotas que miraba con malos ojos sus
aspiraciones culturales y reformistas, cuando no se les oponía con
hostilidad manifiesta (Gil, Panorama 485)." Scholastic theologians came
to hold sway over popular opinion and religion was left to theologians, as
the opinion of one such scholar Bartolomé de Céspedes attests:

que [los gramáticos] tocan solo a la letra sin
atreverse a meter en el espíritu del la, que esso se a
de dexar para los sacros doctores theologos cuya es
esta profession y aun en la propia del humanista en
esta materia a de tener muy gran respeto y
veneración a los santos expositores de la Scriptura y
las communes opiones recogidas por todos en todo
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cuanto no fuera evidente demostración, que es
cierto lo que el siente, y aun en este caso ha de
procurar escusar a los santos por el camino que
pudiese u no ensobervecerse ni pensar que es
mayor hombre que ellos porque entendió un
vocablito en que ellos se descuydasen. (Gil,
Estudios 61 )

From 1525 onwards the medieval attitude that had seen him as a

hybrid grammarian and heretic, sought to return the humanist to the /ess
prestigious role of grammarian. During the reign of Philip 11, Spain as
defender of the Catholic church, closed its eyes to the fate of humanism,
and chose instead to elevate the obscurantist and corrupted world that
Ximénez de Cisneros, Antonio de Nebrija, Alfonso de Zarnora, Núñez de
Guzmán and so many others had tried in vain to end.
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